Duane retraction syndrome: causes, effects and management strategies

Abstract: Duane retraction syndrome (DRS) is a congenital eye movement anomaly characterized by variable horizontalduction deficits, with narrowing of the palpebral fissure and globe retraction on attempted adduction, occasionally accompanied by upshoot or downshoot. The etiopathogenesis of this condition can be explained by a spectrum of mechanical, innervational, neurologic and genetic abnormalities occurring independently or which influence each other giving rise to patterns of clinical presentations along with a complex set of ocular and systemic anomalies. Huber type I DRS is the most common form of DRS with an earlier presentation, while Huber type II is the least common presentation. Usually, patients with unilateral type I Duane syndrome have esotropia more frequently than exotropia, those with type II have exotropia and those with type III have esotropia and exotropia occurring equally common. Cases of bilateral DRS may have variable presentation depending upon the type of presentation in each eye. As regards its management, DRS classification based on primary position deviation as esotropic, exotropic or orthotropic is more relevant than Huber’s classification before planning surgery. Surgical approach to these patients is challenging and must be individualized based on the amount of ocular deviation, abnormal head position, associated globe retraction and overshoots.
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Introduction

Duane retraction syndrome (DRS), also known as Stilling-Turk-Duane syndrome, is a congenital eye movement anomaly characterized by variable horizontalduction deficits, with narrowing of the palpebral fissure and globe retraction on attempted adduction, occasionally accompanied by upshoot or downshoot. Though DRS represents <5% of all forms of strabismus, it was widely described in the literature as early as the 19th century. In 1879, Heuck first reported a patient with congenitally anomalous eye movements and globe retraction in adduction. Later, Sinclair (1895), Bahr (1896), Stilling and Bergmann (1887), Turk (1899) and several other authors went on to describe this entity in greater detail. It was in 1905 that Alexander Duane reported a series of 54 cases with DRS, giving a detailed description of its clinical features and summarizing the possible etiopathogenesis and management of this syndrome.

Decades later, with the advent of neuroimaging, muscle electrophysiology and genetic analysis, there has been greater understanding of this form of strabismus, now considered a congenital cranial dysinnervation disorder (CCDD), giving better insights into the management of this challenging syndrome.

Etiology of DRS

Various theories were proposed to explain the etiology of DRS.
Historical aspect
Mechanical anomalies
Turk\textsuperscript{9} first attempted to explain the cause of globe retraction in DRS, attributing it to an abnormally tight lateral rectus (LR), which was found to behave as an “inelastic band”. Wolff\textsuperscript{10} similarly described a congenitally anomalous LR, which was inelastic and tight to be the cause of abnormal motility in DRS. On the other hand, a developmental anomaly leading to a tight LR due to nuclear aplasia or birth trauma was also proposed later.\textsuperscript{11}

Another theory put forth was the presence of dual insertion\textsuperscript{6,11} of the medial rectus (MR) muscle, one which rotated the globe and the other one anomalous insertion located posteriorly which retracted the globe. This was well accepted for a long time until lack of this finding intraoperatively in most of the cases made it questionable.

Innervational anomalies
Possibility of an underlying innervational etiology came into light when Breinin\textsuperscript{12} studied the electric potentials generated by muscles in various positions of gaze in DRS. He found that there was no LR activity recordable in attempted abduction, while maximum LR action potentials were generated in adduction, suggesting that the LR was receiving innervation in adduction. This was thought to be the cause of co-contraction and globe retraction. Few others\textsuperscript{13,14} also studied these muscle potentials and found variable degrees of LR potentials from abduction to adduction along with abnormal responses in vertical and oblique gazes. The MR muscle in all these was found to be normal. Strachan and Brown\textsuperscript{15} quantified this paradoxical innervations using electromyography. They found variable LR activity depending on the position of gaze, while MR spikes were almost always consistent. Occasionally, synergistic innervation between MR and the vertical rectus muscles and obliques was noted. These findings were further confirmed by Metz\textsuperscript{16} who studied the saccadic velocities of eye movements in DRS. The author noted slowing of abduction saccades due to lack of normal LR innervations, along with slowing of adduction saccades, possibly due to paradoxical innervation.

Central nervous system anomalies
Understanding muscle electrophysiology in DRS made it evident that the causative etiology was absent normal sixth nerve innervation to the LR, either nuclear (eg, anomalous innervation by the oculomotor nerve) or supranuclear (eg, brainstem abnormality) in origin.

While some authors have found abducens nucleus hypoplasia\textsuperscript{17} or complete absence\textsuperscript{18} in the brain stem to be the cause of DRS, others\textsuperscript{19} have proposed that infranuclear abnormalities at the level of cavernous sinus, where the oculomotor and abducens nerves are in vicinity of each other, lead to features of DRS. These early attempts to understand the neurologic basis of DRS were only based on autopsy studies.

Further evidence to support the role of neurologic anomalies in DRS is the presence of synkinesis,\textsuperscript{20} which is occasionally seen with DRS, for example, Marcus Gunn Winking phenomenon, crocodile tears etc. Also, it has been suggested that unilateral abducting nystagmus in the normal eye of DRS patients is a marker of brainstem abnormality indicative of a central neurologic anomaly.\textsuperscript{21}

Newer concepts
It was in 1998 that Parsa et al\textsuperscript{22} demonstrated the absence of left sixth nerve in a case of unilateral DRS using high-resolution T1-weighted images on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). This congenital absence of innervation to the muscles has been found to cause fibrotic changes in the extraocular muscles leading to abnormal motility in DRS, a concept which has evolved over the last decade to be known as CCDD.\textsuperscript{23} In this case, developmental abnormalities of one or more cranial nerves cause congenital dysinnervation of the cranial muscles. This may be primary due to absence of normal innervation or secondary following aberrant innervations from other cranial nerves. CCDD is a nonprogressive entity and may also have associated bony abnormalities.\textsuperscript{24}

The role of genetics in the development of DRS
Congenital strabismus, in general, may be a sporadic condition or the result of mutations in genes such as \textit{PHOX2A},\textsuperscript{25} \textit{HOXA1}\textsuperscript{26} and \textit{ROB03},\textsuperscript{27} which are necessary for the growth and maturation of brainstem motor neurons and axons.

DRS has been commonly found to be a sporadic disorder, but in 10% of cases, it may be familial, which includes an autosomal dominant mode of inheritance in associated syndromes.\textsuperscript{28} Genetic analysis of the autosomal dominant variant has been found to be associated with mutations in the \textit{CHN1} gene. This gene mutation is said to affect the abducens (and less commonly, the oculomotor) nerve.\textsuperscript{29} In cases with isolated DRS without any other systemic associations, the \textit{DURS1} locus on chromosome 2q31 has been identified and mapped. This was studied by the analysis of
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a dominant DRS pedigree. In DRS with associated malformation syndromes, the Duane radial ray syndrome has been found to have a dominant inheritance with incomplete penetrance. This syndrome has been mapped to heterozygous nonsense frameshift and deletion mutations in SALL4 gene on chromosome 20.

Other syndromes associated with this gene include Holt–Oram and acro-renal-ocular syndromes. Additional association of DRS includes the Bosley–Salih–Alorainy syndrome (bilateral DRS with inner ear malformations, cerebrovascular and cognitive abnormalities) in which there is an autosomal recessive inheritance and has been mapped to chromosome 7p15.2 of the HOXA gene.

Studying the genetics of DRS in monozygotic twins has revealed both the following presentations – some reporting concordance for DRS, while others were found to be discordant for DRS. In monozygotic twins who had unilateral DRS, commonly, a pattern was also noted wherein each twin had the opposite eye affected known as “mirror images”. This could be explained by the hypothesis that there were certain genes with incomplete penetrance and variable expression influenced by various stimuli during embryogenesis. These finally determined the laterality and presentation of DRS.

Patients with sporadic DRS have also been found to have associated congenital malformations. Pfaffenbach and Cross studied these anomalies which were skeletal, auricular, ocular or neural in presentation. Generally, the crucial time for development of these congenital malformations was found to be around the fourth to eighth week of gestation. Similarly, patients with thalidomide embryopathy having DRS were also found to be associated with maternal exposure around a similar time period. These findings suggested that there could be a critical period during embryogenesis, in which an insult could result in various congenital malformations including DRS.

Pathogenesis
The preceding discussion shows that DRS is a group of entities linked by dysinnervation leading to limited horizontal gaze and globe retraction in attempted adduction. Understanding these mechanisms can help understand the pathogenesis of the presenting features of this syndrome.

Globe retraction in adduction, which is a characteristic feature of DRS, is found to be due to tight fibrotic muscles, sometimes with anomalous insertions. Usually, these changes have been observed in the horizontal rectus muscles, as is often noted while operating such patients. Sometimes, abnormal muscle slips or foot plates attaching to the sclera are noted after disinsertion of muscles intraoperatively. These have been noted commonly in the LR and very rarely in the MR. Unless these muscle slips are released, the tightness on forced ductions remains. Second, paradoxical innervation leading to co-contraction of MR along with LR, as described by Scott, was found to contribute to globe retraction in attempted adduction.

The pathogenesis of upshoots and downshoots (Figure 1) in DRS can be explained by these mechanical factors as well as certain innervational anomalies. The mechanical cause of these vertical movements is described as due to a “bridle effect” of the tight LR, also known as the “leash effect”. As the globe adducts and moves above or below the horizontal plane, there is sudden slippage of the tight LR, causing an upshoot or downshoot. In severe cases, this has been described to manifest even with the slightest of movement in adduction, known as “knife edge effect”. These tight muscles can even give rise to an alphabet pattern of strabismus. These mechanical upshoots and downshoots in DRS are characterized by a sudden abrupt movement following a small vertical movement in adduction and usually do not have primary gaze vertical tropia.

In contrast to this, another type of vertical movement is noted in DRS, wherein there is a gradual vertical movement (elevation or depression) of the eye as it turns from abduction to adduction. This type of eye movement has been found to be due to anomalous paradoxical innervations of the LR by the oculomotor nerve. Such cases may even have vertical tropia in the primary position, and these are termed as innervational upshoots and downshoots.

Thus, DRS is a spectrum of mechanical, innervational, neurologic and genetic abnormalities that influence each other giving rise to patterns of clinical presentations which can be categorized as described below.

Classification of DRS
Various systems of classification were proposed to understand the mechanism and presentation of DRS, as described in Table 1.

![Figure 1 Demonstrating an upshoot (A) and downshoot (B) on attempted adduction.](https://www.dovepress.com/)

**Figure 1** Demonstrating an upshoot (A) and downshoot (B) on attempted adduction.
Ahluwalia et al47 modified Huber’s classification to include further subgroups in each category described by Huber. Depending upon the alignment in primary gaze, each Huber type was divided into A, B and C, indicating esotropia, exotropia and orthophoria, respectively, thus making it even more relevant clinically and surgically.

### Demography

As discussed earlier, DRS represents about 1%–5% of all forms of strabismus.2,3

It is usually a sporadic entity (80% cases) commonly affecting females, though familial cases have also been noted in 5%–10% of patients.46 DRS is also more commonly unilateral than bilateral, affecting the left eye more often.49–51 Bilateral cases of DRS have been reported to range from 10% to 24% of all DRS cases presenting to the clinic.2,52,53 In both unilateral and bilateral DRS, type I is the most common presentation, followed by types III and II, respectively. Some bilateral cases have been reported to have type I in one eye and type II in the other.47 A female preponderance is noted (up to 60%), especially in unilateral type I DRS. Except for one study by Tredici and von Noorden44 in which only 40% of cases were females, most others reported a higher incidence in females. Some studies48,55 have found DRS types II and III also to be more prevalent in females compared to males. Bilateral DRS, on the other hand, may be seen more often in males, but no predilection is noted.49,50

It is postulated that females are more susceptible to the expression of genes responsible for manifestation of DRS, as these are partly sex limited with incomplete penetrance.45,51

Another explanation put forth by Parsa and Robert56 states that during embryogenesis, higher estrogen levels along with greater risk of inflammation predispose females to venous thromboembolic events. This along with right to left shunt causes more embolic phenomena that affect the left carotid artery, causing dysregulated apoptosis followed by misinnervation and ocular malformations. This predilection for the left eye is noted most often in types I and III DRS and is uncommon in type II.47,48

Also, some authors45 have noted evidence for a subclinical or “forme fruste” variant of DRS in the family members of the affected patient. These individuals may show extraocular muscle paresis (other than LR) or minimal palpebral fissure size changes during horizontal ductions. Miyake et al,57

### Table 1 Classification of DRS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification system</th>
<th>Basis of classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Papst41-43 Abnormal co-contraction | 1. MR and LR  
2. Superior rectus and LR  
3. Inferior rectus and LR  
4. LR and other muscles |
| Malbran44 Motility Type I: Palsy of abduction  
Type II: Palsy of adduction  
Type III: Limitation of depression and elevation without impairment of horizontal movements |
| Lyle and Bridgeman45 Motility Type A: Abduction more deficient than adduction, but both are deficient. Adduction causes globe retraction and palpebral fissure narrowing  
Type B: Abduction is deficient, but not adduction  
Type C: Abduction less deficient than adduction, but both are deficient. Adduction causes globe retraction and palpebral fissure narrowing |
| Huber46 EMG Type I (70%-80%): Marked limitation of abduction with minimally defective or normal adduction, globe retraction and palpebral fissure narrowing in adduction, widening in abduction  
EMG recordings showed paradoxical innervations of the LR with maximum impulses on adduction and defective impulses in attempted abduction. MR was found to have normal electric behavior  
Type II (7%): Marked limitation of adduction with primary position exotropia of the affected eye, abduction normal or slightly limited with globe retraction and palpebral fissure narrowing in attempted adduction  
On EMG, LR showed peak impulses on abduction and a second paradoxical impulse on attempted adduction, while the electrical activity of MR was normal  
Type III (15%): Limitation or complete absence of adduction and abduction with globe retraction and palpebral fissure narrowing in attempted adduction  
EMG showed simultaneous innervation of LR and MR muscles in primary gaze, adduction and abduction |

Abbreviations: DRS, Duane retraction syndrome; EMG, electromyography; LR, lateral rectus; MR, medial rectus.
in their study, analyzed a family with c.443A>T CHNI heterozygous missense mutation in a dominant pattern among five members with congenital ocular dysmotility.

Apart from DRS in two members, other phenotypes included vertical strabismus with elevation deficits. Thus, CHNI mutations may have varied presentation and should be considered in the differential diagnosis of patients with elevation deficits, even in the absence of DRS.

**Clinical presentation**

Common reasons for seeking medical attention in DRS include an abnormal head position of the child, one of the eyes appearing smaller than the other due to globe retraction, pseudoptosis in adduction or abnormal eye movements. Though DRS is present at birth, in the early stages, it may appear only as an abduction deficit. As LR inelasticity and tightness develops with time, globe retraction and limitation of motility may be more pronounced.

Often, parents mistake abduction deficiency of the affected eye to be esotropia of the contralateral eye when the child looks toward the affected side. This occurs due to overadduction of the unininvolved eye due to Hering’s law.

Thus, it is important to explain to the parents and, if necessary, the pediatrician regarding the involved eye and discuss the presentation of DRS, so that is not mistaken for abducens nerve palsy, which may have serious neurologic implications.

**Clinical features**

A. Age – Despite being a congenital anomaly, patients may not always report to the clinics early. Age at presentation is variable and has been found to be younger in type I DRS, possibly due to earlier presentation to the pediatrician or pediatric ophthalmologist. In a series of 441 cases of DRS by Kekunnaya et al., the mean age at presentation in unilateral types I, II and III, and bilateral DRS was found to be 13.5±13.46, 23.00±15.62, 21.93±13.04 and 12.40±10.30 years, respectively. No significant age difference has been found in unilateral or bilateral cases and types II and III DRS. The variations in literature are probably due to variable age of presentation in the clinics.  

1. Refractive error and amblyopia – Considering refractive status, about 30%–80% of DRS patients have been shown to have hypermetropia or hypermetropic astigmatism greater than +1.50 Diopeters (D) sphere, some even more than +4.00 DS. These cases, especially with high hyperopia, may have an associated accommodative component, which must be taken into account despite not being directly linked to the underlying etioloogy of DRS. Hence, there is a need for cycloplegic refraction in all cases of DRS.

2. Myopia, simple myopic astigmatism and emmetropia are less common and are found to be almost equally distributed. Variable incidence of anisometropia has been noted in literature. Kirkham found anisometropia >1 D in about 40% of cases, while Tredici and von Noorden reported an average incidence of only 3%. Anisometropic and ametropic amblyopia has been reported to be the commonest cause of amblyopia in DRS, especially unilateral type I, though O’Malley et al. found strabismic amblyopia to be the commonest cause. Less frequently, stimulus deprivation and mixed mechanisms of amblyopia have been seen.

3. Strabismus evaluation – A review of literature shows that Huber type I DRS is the most common form of DRS, while type II is the least common presentation.

Also, esotropia is found to be the most common primary position deviation, followed by orthotropia, though some studies report otherwise. Usually, patients with unilateral type I Duane syndrome have esotropia more frequently than exotropia, those with type II have exotropia and those with type III have esotropia, exotropia and orthotropia occurring equally common. Primary position deviation in cases of bilateral DRS is found to be variable depending upon the type of presentation in each eye.

B. Motor evaluation of strabismus

1. Motility – One of the most notable features of DRS is the abduction limitation. The abduction deficit in DRS accompanies a disproportionately smaller primary position deviation. This helps to distinguish it from a sixth nerve palsy, where the primary deviation and the abduction limitation are in proportion to each other. This is most likely due to an underlying adduction deficit, which is present in varying amounts in DRS. This adduction deficit is evident from the fact that DRS patients have a remote near point of convergence. Also, these patients can be shown to have exotropia in the gaze opposite to the affected eye due to this adduction deficit.

2. Deviations – As discussed earlier, esotropia is the most common deviation in primary position in DRS. Measuring the deviation accurately requires the head to be in forced primary position while performing the
cover test, as these patients have a strong tendency for abnormal head postures which may be very small as well. In this position, the secondary deviation is greater than the primary deviation in DRS. Also, one must remember to measure the deviations in the lateral and vertical gazes due to varying amounts of esotropia and exotropia in the lateral gazes caused by the motility deficits. In case the abduction and adduction limitations are almost equal to each other, there may be orthotropia in the primary gaze; otherwise, the predominant deficiency will determine the type of DRS and primary gaze measurement. By performing the cover test in up and down gazes, one may note any pattern strabismus. Bilateral DRS may be more likely to have pattern strabismus, compared to unilateral cases. V pattern strabismus may be commonly seen in DRS, and sometimes an A pattern may also be noted, especially in cases of bilateral DRS. Hence, an A pattern must alert the clinician to look for bilateral DRS. Sometimes, with the presence of upshoot and downshoot, an X pattern may be seen.

3. Anomalous vertical movements and globe retraction – Upshoot and downshoot are abnormal vertical eye movements frequently seen in cases of DRS. As discussed earlier, these may be due to mechanical or innervational anomalies. A patient may have both upshoot and downshoot, depending on whether the eye is moving slightly up or down during adduction and, in some cases, may have hyper- or hypotropia in the primary position itself. Kekunnaya et al have reported an incidence of upshoot or downshoot in 43% of their cases. They found these movements to be more common in unilateral DRS types I and III, unlike Mohan et al who found the incidence to be significantly greater in type III. In this study, Mohan et al have found the mechanical type to be more common than the innervational type (26% vs 12%). They also found a statistically significant association between exotropic DRS and mechanical upshoots and primary position vertical tropia with innervational upshoots. Globe retraction occurs due to the co-contraction of the extraocular muscles, which is more pronounced in attempted adduction. This is accompanied by changes in the palpebral fissure, which are not merely passive changes. In the study by Isenberg and Urist, they found that there is drooping of upper lid along with elevation of lower lid in about 52% of cases of DRS. In 18%, only upper lid changes were noted, while 21% had only lower lid elevation. A small proportion of cases (7%) did not show any lid changes with motility in DRS. In 2016, Kekunnaya et al published a novel clinical grading system for globe retraction and overshoots to objectively quantify these. They excluded bilateral cases, cases with atypical features and vertical deviations.

- Grading for globe retraction: With the involved eye in the maximum adducted position, a scale is used at the center of the palpebral fissure width to measure the palpebral aperture height and compared with that of the fellow eye in abduction.

0 No narrowing
1 <25%
2 25%–50%
3 50%–75%
4 ≥75%

- Grading for overshoots: With the involved eye in adducted position, a straight line parallel to the intermedial canthal line is drawn from the pupillary center of the fellow eye.

0 Line bisects the pupil of involved eye.
1 Line lies between the pupillary center and the pupillary margin.
2 Line lies between the pupillary margin and the limbus.
3 Line lies at the limbus or over the sclera.
4 Cornea disappears below the lid (pumpkin seed sign).

Figure 2 shows various grades of retraction and overshoot.

Figure 2 Clinical grading system for globe retraction and overshoots.
Notes: (A) Grade 1 retraction and upshoot; (B) grade 2 retraction; (C) grade 3 retraction and upshoot; (D) grade 4 retraction and upshoot (pumpkin seed sign).
4. Head posture – Head turns are very commonly seen in DRS, especially unilateral cases in both esotropic and exotropic types. This can be objectively assessed in the clinic using a goniometer. The aim of the head turn is to maintain binocular single vision and make up for the duction deficit, depending on which duction is maximally affected. Some authors report head turn in orthotropic DRS also, which may be to avoid the discomfort of sudden anomalous vertical eye movements. Kekunnaya et al, in their study, were the first to report a significantly lower incidence of head turn in type II DRS, compared to types I and III.

5. Bilateral vs unilateral DRS – As described previously in the literature, bilateral DRS is less frequently seen than unilateral ones, with a reported incidence between 10% and 24%. Also, bilateral type I DRS has been found to be the most common type of presentation. Zanin et al have classified bilateral DRS into three types in agreement with Jampolsky, based on the functional prognosis:
   - Bilateral DRS with fusion – usually bilateral type I with small angle of deviation or orthotropia and very minimal head posture, if any;
   - Bilateral DRS without fusion – prominent eso- or exodeviation and
   - Bilateral DRS with an alphabet pattern.

In this study, the bilateral form of Duane syndrome was more likely to be associated with low visual acuity, lesser tendencies for abnormal head posture, high incidence of A and V patterns and associated congenital anomalies. The low visual acuity in bilateral DRS, also noted by Isenberg and Urist, could be due to ametropia, anisometropia and a higher prevalence of vertical strabismus in these patients. A low incidence of abnormal head posture in bilateral Duane syndrome has been mentioned in the literature only by Raab. This may possibly be due to symmetrical limitation of motility not requiring any head turn, or there may be very severe retraction and complex anomalous movements, which preclude normal fusion with any abnormal head posture.

C. Sensory evaluation of strabismus

As described previously, DRS patients try to maintain fusion with an appropriate head turn whenever possible and rarely complain of diplopia. If present, these patients have been found to ignore the second image rather than suppressing it. Hence, many cases of DRS have been found to have good stereopsis when measured in clinics.

D. Other variants of DRS

a. Vertical retraction syndrome: This is a very rare clinical entity first reported in Chinese literature. It consists of variable amounts of limitation of elevation or depression with globe retraction and palpebral fissure narrowing. The affected eye may be orthotropic, hypertropic or hypotropic in the primary position and may coexist with horizontal retraction. This vertical retraction may be due to innervational anomalies, fibrosis of vertical rectus muscles or a “tethering” effect of the horizontal rectus.

b. Congenital adduction deficit with synergistic divergence: This is another rare variant of DRS presenting with unilateral adduction deficit and simultaneous abduction of the eye on attempted adduction. It may be associated with a head turn to uninvolved side, large angle exotropia, along with an abducting nystagmus on attempted adduction. This is sometimes considered to be a variant of Huber type II DRS. In some cases, it may be iatrogenically induced, called as iatrogenic simultaneous abduction or “ocular splits” in cases where large LR resections have been performed.

E. Associations of DRS – DRS is found to be associated with numerous congenital anomalies, both ocular and nonocular as listed in Table 2.

F. Acquired retraction syndrome – Duane et al went on to describe an entity called acquired retraction syndrome or pseudoduane syndrome. These patients present with limitation of abduction along with globe retraction in abduction. They usually have history of some kind if trauma, systemic illness and diplopia, differentiating it from true DRS. The causes of acquired retraction syndrome are as enlisted in Table 3.

Other functions

Although intelligence is usually normal in DRS, intellectual disability has been reported in a few cases of DRS with borderline intelligence and cases of autism spectrum disorder associated with fetal thalidomide exposure or HOXA1-related syndromes.

Management of DRS

Management of DRS is a challenge, and surgeons worldwide have their own preferred practices. In general, the surgical plan and aim of strabismus surgery in DRS is usually based on the following:

1. Primary position deviation
2. Degree of abnormal head posture
3. Severity of globe retraction and overshoots
4. Degree of limitation of ductions
5. Forced duction testing (FDT)
Table 2 Ocular and systemic associations of DRS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>External examination</th>
<th>Anterior segment</th>
<th>Posterior segment</th>
<th>Nonocular associations</th>
<th>Associated syndromes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ptosis</td>
<td>Epibulbar dermoid</td>
<td>Coloboma&lt;sup&gt;28&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Preauricular tags, pinna defects, deafness</td>
<td>Goldenhar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcus–Gunn Jaw Wink</td>
<td>Microcornea&lt;sup&gt;24&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Optic nerve hypoplasia</td>
<td>Cleft palate, facial asymmetry</td>
<td>Klippel–Feil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horner’s syndrome&lt;sup&gt;44&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Keraotoconus&lt;sup&gt;24&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Morning glory disc</td>
<td>Cardiac anomalies</td>
<td>Holt–Oram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nystagmus</td>
<td>Coloboma&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Myelinated nerves&lt;sup&gt;24&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Limb deformities, phocomelia</td>
<td>Wildervanck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microphthalmos,&lt;sup&gt;79&lt;/sup&gt; posterior microphthalmos&lt;sup&gt;35&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Cataract</td>
<td>Staphylooma&lt;sup&gt;33&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Vertebral anomalies, spina bifida</td>
<td>Arthrogryposis multiplex congenital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown syndrome&lt;sup&gt;76&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td>Situs inversus disc&lt;sup&gt;36&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Renal dysplasia, vesicoureteral reflux, imperforate anus</td>
<td>Oculocutaneous albinism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familial external ophthalmoplegia&lt;sup&gt;27&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td>Persistent fetal vasculature&lt;sup&gt;13&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Microcephaly</td>
<td>Fetal alcohol syndrome</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: DRS, Duane retraction syndrome.

6. Extent of field of binocular single vision

DRS classification based on primary position deviation as esotropic, exotropic or orthotropic is said to be more relevant than Huber’s classification before planning surgery.

Esotropic DRS

In cases of esotropic DRS, various surgical procedures may be considered, but any coexisting accommodative component must be first corrected by prescribing spectacles preoperatively to avoid consecutive exotropia. Sometimes, even the abnormal head posture may improve upon treating with spectacles.<sup>60</sup>

MR recession should be considered in situations with tight MR on intraoperative FDT. Unilateral MR recession is very commonly practiced in such cases and can correct up to 20 prism diopters (PD) of esotropia.<sup>94,95</sup> However, in cases with accommodative or partially accommodative esotropia, the MR recession should be planned after measuring the deviation with hyperopic glasses to prevent overcorrection. Also, one needs to look for anomalous muscle bands in cases of very tight FDT.

Apart from improving primary position deviation, MR recession may also improve abduction of the affected eye if there was some prior lateral movement beyond the midline, thereby expanding binocular field of single vision. Various authors believe in performing MR recession no more than 6 mm or sometimes 5 mm, lest there be an induced adduction deficit creating an exotropia in contralateral gaze.

Sometimes, a large contralateral MR recession may be performed to match the abduction deficit of the affected eye and improve the binocular field of vision toward the affected side. This is a useful technique in cases where the abduction limitation is −2 or better.<sup>96</sup>

However, surgeons must be careful with recessions of the contralateral MR muscle in patients with severe anomalous co-contraction. This may lead by Hering’s law to a severe co-contraction of the anomalous LR muscle in attempted rotation toward the affected gaze. Another risk here is the possibility of inducing a vertical deviation in patients with vertical dysinnervation.

On certain occasions, MR recession can also be performed as an initial procedure, followed by vertical rectus transposition as a second-stage procedure if necessary.

Bilateral MR recessions may also be required in some situations. First, in cases of esotropia with primary position deviation >20 PD, single MR recession of ≤6 mm is unlikely to be sufficient. Hence, here, bilateral MR recessions not exceeding 5–6 mm may be done.

Second, in cases with severe globe retraction, along with MR, LR may have to be recessed, thereby actually increasing the esotropia. Recessing the contralateral MR in such cases may also help to correct the total esotropia.
Lastly, bilateral MR recession may also help prevent contracture of the MR on the affected side by creating “fixation duress” in the contralateral eye. After surgery, MR of the fixing eye receives increased innervation to maintain fixation, which reduces innervation to its LR. This, in turn, reduces the innervational tone of the MR of the affected eye, lowering the risk of its contracture. This effect is said to be different from the aforementioned mechanism of matchingduction deficit, and at least 7–8 mm of contralateral MR recession is necessary for it to act.73

In certain cases, when esotropia is at least 25 PD with normal adduction and significantly limited abduction, MR recession can be combined with LR resection. This procedure is suitable in the absence of severe globe retraction and upshoots or downshoots. Kraft,97 in his study, has recommended resecting the LR by not more than 3–3.5 mm and recessing MR not more than 5 mm in these patients. He found that with this approach, the adduction deficit induced in the DRS eye was less than that with bi-MR recessions, though both achieved a significant improvement in esotropia and abduction.

Cases with bilateral esotropic DRS, which is the commonest presentation,47 are most often corrected by bilateral MR recessions, depending on the primary position deviation, muscle tightness and limitation of ductions. Sachdeva et al98 studied 14 patients with bilateral esotropic DRS and found 86% success rate with a mean surgical dose of 5.6 mm (range being 5–7 mm) for bi-MR recessions. The mean preoperative esotropia in this series was 38 PD, with none of the patients developing significant postoperative adduction limitation.

Another technique to correct the eso-deviation and improve abduction in these eyes is by transposition of vertical rectus muscles to the LR along the spiral of Tillaux.99 This may or may not be combined with MR recession, as there is risk of inducing anterior segment ischemia. There is also a risk of inducing new vertical or torsional deviations in these eyes, the most common being a hypotropia.100 To prevent this, intraoperative FDT96,97 meticulous dissection of the vertical rectus to release them from the lid retractors and intraoperative monitoring of torsion is recommended after FDT.101

In 2006, Johnston et al102 described the role of superior rectus transposition (SRT) to the LR with or without MR recession. In their analyses of 52 patients with type I esotropic DRS, the preoperative deviation (range: 10–30 PD) improved to within 10 PD of esotropia in 95% of patients. Head turn improved in all cases, with complete elimination in 27% of the patients. Preoperative abduction limitation was noted to be from −3 to −4 in all eyes, which increased by 15°–45° after SRT. They also noted that there were no induced vertical deviations after SRT, unlike those seen after transposing both the vertical rectus muscles.

Mehendale et al103 further modified this procedure by enhancing SRT with an augmentation suture to the LR (8–12 mm from insertion) with or without adjustable MR recession. They found good postoperative alignment and improvement in abduction.

Thus, in esotropic DRS, SRT may be considered as an initial procedure when the primary position deviation is 12–14 PD or lesser. On intraoperative FDT, the point when abduction restriction can be felt is the amount of abduction that may recover from a transposition. For deviations larger than 15 PD, SRT may be combined with MR recession (Figure 3A and B) as described here. After performing MR recession which may be adjustable, a fornix conjunctival

---

**Figure 3** Outcome of medial rectus recession with superior rectus transposition in type I esotropic DRS.

**Note:** (A) Preoperative and (B) postoperative nine-gaze photograph following right medial rectus recession combined with superior rectus transposition.

**Abbreviation:** DRS, Duane retraction syndrome.
incision is made between the lateral border of superior rectus and the superior border of LR. Alternatively, a limbal peritomy extending up to 2 clock hours can be made in this quadrant. The superior rectus muscle is carefully dissected. The entire muscle belly and tendon is then transposed temporally to the LR, such that the temporal border of the superior rectus (SR) is 2 mm adjacent to the superior border of the LR, and the nasal border of the SR is reattached to the scleral following the spiral of Tillaux. The transposition is then augmented using a 5-0 nonabsorbable polyester suture through the sclera 8 mm posterior to the insertion of the LR, including the lateral thirds of each muscle. While augmented transpositions are practiced by the author, some surgeons describe the criteria for nonaugmented transpositions such as primary position deviation of less than or up to 18 PD and head turn of $\leq 18^\circ$. Combining SRT with MR recession has been shown to be more effective than unilateral or bilateral MR recession in terms of improving abduction. Also, a combined procedure allows a smaller recession to improve both the deviation in the primary gaze and compensatory head posture. Thus, when esotropia is $> 15$ PD, SRT along with unilateral or bilateral adjustable MR recession up to 5 mm can be planned based on the size of deviation and muscle tightness.

In patients with residual esotropia after MR recession and SRT, another alternative is to add inferior rectus transposition. In those cases of residual esotropia who have undergone vertical rectus transposition and have a negative FDT, one needs to explore the transposed muscles to look for their migration, slippage or dragging of the augmentation suture. Patients may also develop consecutive exotropia following vertical rectus transposition (VRT) due to excess tightness by the VRT or a weak or excessively recessed MR. Late-onset exotropia may be explained by slipped MR, stretched scar or secondary LR tightness. If during resurgery, FDT is negative, then exotropia may be corrected with MR advancement and clearing any scar tissue. Moreover, in cases with negative FDT, the transposed muscles may need to be repositioned after releasing the augmentation suture.

Exotropic DRS
Patients with exotropic DRS usually have type III DRS followed by type II, both of which may be commonly associated with globe retraction and overshoots. Cases with isolated unilateral exotropic DRS can be managed with unilateral LR recession if the deviation is within 20 PD, increasing the surgical dosage compared to the standard surgical dose. If larger deviations are noted, bilateral LR recession may be needed, which can be performed asymmetrically with larger recession in the contralateral eye. This may help prevent worsening of abduction limitation if present.

Patients with type II exotropic DRS may have associated moderate to severe globe retraction, which can be managed with differential recessions of MR and LR in the affected eye.

In DRS types II and III, supramaximal LR recession and LR periosteal fixation with or without vertical rectus transposition may also be done. Sharma et al. in their study, have explained that the paradoxical innervation of LR during adduction improves with recession or periosteal fixation, while the abduction can be improved by vertical rectus transposition. They concluded that LR periosteal fixation, with and without partial VRT is effective in exotropic DRS. In addition, they found that while both procedures equally corrected the exodeviation and anomalous head posture, the abduction limitation changed from $-3.8$ to $-3.6$ in the former vs from $-3.6$ to $-2.8$ in the latter.

Management of bilateral exotropic DRS needs to be planned depending upon the presenting type in either eye. Theodorou and Burke treated 11 patients with bilateral exotropic DRS. Unilateral LR recession ($3-18$ mm recessions for deviations ranging from 12 to 60 PD) with conjunctival recession was the commonest surgery done, and cases with significant globe retraction also underwent additional small MR recession.

In the experience of the senior author, symmetrical or asymmetrical bilateral LR recessions with or without Y splitting are more effectual for treating bilateral exotropic DRS. Synergistic divergence, which is an extreme form of exotropic DRS, is very challenging to treat, and no definite surgical procedure has been found with satisfactory outcomes.

Globe retraction
As discussed in the previous section, globe retraction can be corrected with recessions of the co-contracting muscles. MR recession ranging from 5 to $6.5$ mm and LR ranging from 7 to $9$ mm or sometimes even periosteal fixation may be required. When primary position esotropia is present, MR should be recessed more than LR; if not, then LR can be recessed 1 mm more than MR. It has been suggested that adults may need larger recessions than pediatric patients due to long-standing globe retraction causing orbital tissue changes, and retraction may recur due to continued co-contraction of the muscles.
Overshoots

Upshoots and downshoots in DRS may be due to the mechanical effect caused by tight muscles or due to innervational anomalies. Rogers and Bremmer have described Y splitting of the LR with or without its recession to treat overshoots caused by this mechanical leash effect. With Y split, each muscle half balances the other; thus, when the eye elevates in adduction, the lower arm contracts and prevents the globe from suddenly slipping up and vice versa in depression.

Awadein studied the role of inferior oblique (IO) weakening in all types of DRS which presented with a slow upshoot in which the movement was similar to IO overaction. He found that IO myectomy with or without horizontal rectus recession improved upshoot in this set of patients without inducing any vertical deviations or IO underaction.

Approach to the patient: an overview

The above review emphasizes the need to extend patient evaluation in cases of DRS beyond the routine clinical examination by a strabismologist to genetic analysis, systemic workup and neuroimaging. The understanding of DRS as a part of CCDD spectrum has evolved over time with identification of various genetic mutations as the underlying cause of these disorders. Also, phenotypic variability has been established among individuals with heterozygous CHN1 mutations, even with vertical deviations in the absence of DRS. Hence, patients with bilateral DRS with associated vertical anomalies and those with familial vertical deviations should undergo a detailed pedigree assessment and genetic screening for CHN1 mutations. Members of families with DRS as an autosomal dominant trait should be screened for mutations in the CHN1 gene, enhancing genetic counseling and permitting earlier diagnosis. Mutations such as SALL4, SALL1 and those involving chromosomes 8 and 22 are often associated with syndromic DRS; hence, a complete systemic evaluation including X-ray spine, renal function tests and audiometry is mandated, if these mutations are tested positive.

Conclusion

DRS consists of a complex set of ocular and systemic anomalies, which may have myriad presentations. It is caused by mechanical, innervational, genetic, embryologic and central nervous system anomalies occurring together or as an independent etiology.

Management of DRS is a challenge, and the surgical approach to such a patient must be individualized based on the amount of ocular deviation, abnormal head position, associated globe retraction and overshoots.
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